Discover the Benefits of Using a Policy Driven Smart Single Sign-On Versus a Simple Single Sign-On

**Simple SSO** vs **Smart SSO**

Security Risk
If the SSO credential is compromised, all applications are vulnerable

Secure
User benefits from the SSO experience but risk is mitigated by step up authentication only when required

Lack of Visibility
Unable to track which apps are being accessed where and when

All Eyes
Ability to monitor logs, see who accesses what, when, where and how

Open Access
One single access policy for all users and applications

Policy Driven
Set access policies per business need, application sensitivity and employee function

Point Authentication
User has the same method of authentication to access all services

Universal Authentication
Apply the appropriate MFA or contextual authentication method to each login attempt

Visit [https://safenet.gemalto.com/access-management/](https://safenet.gemalto.com/access-management/)